
Access Control | Paxton 10
The Paxton 10 system combines next-generation 
Access Control with Video Management on one 
user-friendly, online interface, allowing you to manage 
the security of your premises with ease!

This system allows for complete control over access to 
your entire premises, whilst simultaneously being able 
to view and record video footage of what happens 
on-site. The Access Control side of the system provides 
the ability for you to decide who has access to your 
building, and when, ensuring that unauthorised access 
cannot be gained.

All doors on the system will lock automatically and will 
only open when an authorised access token is
presented. Should a forced entry attempt be made, 
the surveillance cameras will capture the event and 
alert the system administrator.

One server for the Paxton 10 can support up to 1000 doors across multiple sites, and it supports 
both camera and door management from a single controller, making this a not only a highly 
cost-effective solution but an extremely simple and easy to navigate system as well. With zero 
configuration required for the Paxton 10 camera, server and controllers, this makes for a highly 
efficient installation – which is carried out by our fully trained and qualified in-house team. 

The system can also be integrated with existing systems such as Z-Wave and BACnet. Z-Wave a 
wireless-based home automation system for controlling and automating lights and appliances. It 
can be used as a security system or to monitor and control your property remotely & BACnet is a 
communication protocol for Building Automation and Control networks that leverage the 
ASHRAE, ANSI, and ISO 16484-5 standard protocol.
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Through the ability to integrate your Paxton 10 system with both Z-Wave and BACnet, should you 
already have these in place in your property, this further enhances the combined security man-
agement system, providing additional peace of mind that your site can be managed with ease 
from one server.

The Paxton 10 System Includes:

Complete door entry solution
Wireless door handles
Integrated user-friendly apps
Security cameras
Door & video controllers
Desktop readers
Keypad readers
Slimline access readers
VR readers
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